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Cut, convert video or audio on MAC, also make ringtones for Cell Phone.iTool Video Cutter
for Mac is really a best video&audio cutting and converting software which allows you to cut,
trim and convert videos or audios on MAC at will. With this perfect Mac Video Cutter, you can
not only cut large video file and remove unwanted parts, but also cut and edit audio to shot
clips, especially you can make ringtones for your iPhone, GPhone or other Cell phone. iTool
Video Cutter for Mac works well with many file formats like AVI, MPEG, MP4, WMV, 3GP,
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, H.264/PSP AVC, MOV, ASF, WAV, AAC, MP3, AC3, WMA, as MAC
AVI cutter, MAC MP4 cutter, MAC MP3 cutter, Ringtone Maker, etc. MAC users just need to
set the start time and end time, then click “Cutter” button, just a few steps, your favourite
clips will be stored in the folder. Then you can enjoy your favourite video clips easily.

Key features

Select the length of segment

Easily cut video by visually defining the time or length into small clips and output them as a
whole with setting the start point and the end, even accurate to second and each frame.

Preview video

iTool Video Cutter for MAC provides built-in player that allows you to watch the section you
want, and also preview output file, that is, consecutive to watch every segments you choose.
Run the video cutting software in background

Finishing cutting conversion under background will save the space of running the
video cutting software and make others run more smoothly.

In/Out formats supported:Input formats

AVI, MPEG, WMV, MOV, RM, RMVB, 3GP, H.264/AVC, MP4, ASF, etc.
Output VIDEO: AVI, MPEG, MOV, MP4, ASF, MKV, RM, H.264/AVC, etc.
Output AUDIO: WAV, AAC, MP3, etc

PMP Supported

Apple TV, iPod touch, iPod classic, PSP, Zune, iRiver, ARCHOS and even the iPhone,
Gphone.

OS Requirement
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Mac OS X 10.5(PPC & Intel)
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